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Experiments are described on the study of the propagation of second sound pulses which evolve in He I1 with 
the formation of a temperature discontinuity. The heat flux density from an emitter (resistive film deposited 
onto a glass backing) reached 135 W/cm2, and the pulse duration was varied between 2 and 50,u sec. The time 
of pulse propagation calculated by use of Burgers equation agrees well with the experiments. Good agreement 
between the experimental temperature T ,  = 1.885.tO.005 K for which a,(T,)  = O  (a, is the nonlinearity 
coefficient) and the temperature obtained by numerical calculation of a ,  is also observed. 

PACS numbers: 67.40.Pm 

INTRODUCTION 

Interest has developed recently on nonlinear phenom- 
ena in He 11, in particular, in the behavior of pulses of 
second sound of large amplitude .2" Khalatnikov7 was 
the first  to obtain an expression for a,-the nonlinear- 
ity coefficient, which describes the dependence of the 
velocity of second sound on i t s  amplitude; this made i t  
possible to explain qualitatively the Osborne experi- 
ment." It has been that the propagation of a 
temperature perturbation of finite amplitude is subject 
to Burgers equation, which has been studied in great 
detail (see, for example, Ref. 10). 

In experiments with second-sound pulses, frequent 
use is made of the expression Ac, = c, - c,, (c, and c,, 
a re  the velocities of pulses with final and zero ampli- 
tude, respectively). For short pulses, such a quantity 
is unsuitable for the description of the process. As 
will be shown below, the velocity of a propagating pulse 
i s  not constant and the dependence of Ac, on Q,  where 
Q [ W / C ~ ~ ~  i s  the heat flux density, i s  linear only a t  cer-  
tain relations between the parameters; in the general 
case, it has a complicated character. With the help of 
the Burgers equation, we have carried out a calculation 
of the travel time of a short pulse of second sound of 
known amplitude. We have also performed an experi- 
ment on the measurement of this time. We have ob- 
tained excellent agreement of the experimental points 
with the calculated curve. 

Using the method of measurement of the travel time 
of pulses of second sound of finite amplitude, a mea- 
surement has been made of T,-the temperature a t  
which o,(T,) = 0. 

THE CALCULATION 

As has already been mentioned, the evolution of a 
heat pulse in an approximation that is quadratic in the 
velocity satisfies the Burgers eq~a t ions :~"  

ac. 

here y is the absorption coefficient of second sound, x 
and t a r e  the coordinate and the time, v, is the velocity 
of the normal component. This equation has an analytic 
solution;' however, in the case of a pulse of special 
profile (in the given case, a rectangular shape) we need 
not write out the cumbersome formulas connected with 

this solution, and one can describe the evolution of the 
pulse by using the following three circumstances: 1) in 
the co-moving system of coordinates v,, x' ( X I  = x 
- c,,t) the a rea  of the figure bounded by the profile v, 
of the pulse remains unchanged (this follows from the 
Burgers e q u a t i ~ n ) ~ ;  2) the velocity of each point of the 
profile v, of the pulse is determined by the amplitude 
of this point: c, = c,, + a2vn/2; 3) the spatial extent 5 of 
the front of the pulse, on which the discontinuity is 
formed, is negligible in comparison with the length of 
the entire pulse. By estimate, a t  T =  1.5 K, the width 
of the front 5 - y/v,= 10" cm, which i s  much less  than 
the characteristic length of the pulse. 

It follows from these properties that the evolution of 
the propagating initially rectangular pulse has two 
stages: in the first  stage, a t  constant amplitude and 
velocity, i t s  length increases twofold, the profile ac- 
quires the shape of a right triangle-on Fig. 1, these 
a r e  curves 1, 2, and 3. In the second stage, the ampli- 
tude and the velocity of the pulse decrease, the length 
increases-these a r e  curves 3 and 4. 

The finite value of the heat capacity of a unit surface 
a rea  of the emitter C, and the presence of a Kapitza r e -  
sistance R f  between the emitter and the He Il lead to a 
relaxation of the increase in the temperature of the 
heater, with a characteristic time T =  Cflx," which 
naturally leads to a deviation of the r ea l  profile of the 
pulse from rectangular. However, by estimate, T 

sec, and we can assume the profile to be right-angled 
with this accuracy. 

The total time from the initial emission to  the arrival  
of the pulse a t  the sensor is t, = tl + t,; tl is the time of 
the first  stage (on Fig. 1, curves 1,2,3), tl = At + 2X/ 
a,~,, A = czAt is the initial pulse length, c, = c,, +a,v,/ 

FIG. 1. Evolution of the profile of a pulse of second sound in 
a co- moving set  of coordinates. 
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FIG. 2 .  Experimental setup. 1) Au-Sn-Au film sensor. 2 )  
second sound waveguide. 3) NiCr film emitter, 4) master gen- 
erator pulse, 5) amplifier, 6) double-beam oscilloscope, 7) 
time marker generator, 8) adjustable delay unit. 

2, a, is the coefficient of nonlinearity, v, = Q/ST i s  the 
initial pulse amplitude (S and T a r e  the entropy per unit 
volume and the temperature of the helium). 

In the second stage, in the produced triangular pro- 
file, the amplitude v,,, decreases and the length I in- 
creases. From the condition v, ,,l = const, by a cal- 
culation similar to that given in Ref. 12, we obtain 

where t, is the moment of conclusion of the first  stage. 
Knowing v, ,,(t) and B, = B -B, (B i s  the distance from 
the emitter to the sensor, B l =  tlc, is the distance tra- 
veled by the pulse in the time t,), t, can be calculated: 

B,+2L arv& t 2 = - + - -  " [ ( I  +z)' +?;;j-] 'h. arvJ% 
Clo c*ol CIO 

The calculation of T, by the formula given in Ref. 1 
was carried out on a high-speed computer with the use 
of thermodynamic data from Ref. 13. 

EXPERIMENT 

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2. A pulse 
of second sound was excited by the passage of current 
through the emitter 3-a film of NiCr of thickness 
5500 i6, deposited on glass backing. For detection of 
the second sound, we used a thermoresistive film sen- 
sor  2 of dimensions 0.5 mmx3O IJ., the sensitive ele- 
ment of which was a stretched-out superconducting 
junction of Sn in a sputtered AuSn-Au sandwich of to- 
tal  thickness =lo00 i6 on a glass backing. Schematical- 
ly and structurally, the sensor was prepared by fol lm-  
ing Ref. 14; with unimportant modifications. The ex- 
periment was carried out on the liquid-vapor equilibri- 
um line a t  a temperature of 1.677 K. 

From the master oscillator 4, an electric pulse of 
rectangular shape i s  transmitted to the emitter with si- 
multaneous application of a synchronizing pulse to the 

FIG. 4. Dependence of AT= t~ -ts on the temperature, ts and 
t~ are respectively the times of flight of pulses with low and 
high amplitude. 

adjustable delay unit 8. The heating of the emitter ex- 
cited a pulse of second sound in the He 11. As the pulse 
moved in the waveguide 2 (a cylinder of diameter 2.5 
cm) the.profile of the pulse, which was initially rec-  
tangular, changed in correspondence with what has been 
said above. When the pulse reached the sensor 1, a 
signal was generated in it, which went, past the ampli- 
fier 5, onto the input of the oscilloscope 6, a t  the sec- 
ond input of which was applied from the frequency gen- 
erator 7 a periodic signal (2 in Fig. 3), serving as a 
time marker. Before the arrival  of the pulse af second 
sound a t  the sensor, a signal from unit 8, delayed rela- 
tive to the beginning of the emission by an accurately 
measured time, triggered the oscilloscope sweep. A 
typical oscillogram is shown in Fig. 3. The time of 
traversal by the leading edge of the pulse of the dis- 
tance from the emitter to the sensor was determined 
from the magnitude of the delay and the mutual position 
of the signals of the sensor and the frequency generator 
7 on the oscillogram. The accuracy of measurement of 
t amounted to 1-2 psec,  the accuracy of measurement 
of the heat flux density Q amounted to *8%. 

In measurements in the range of temperatures where 
a, < 0 (a break a t  the trailing edge), i t  must be taken 
into account that the rate of heating of the emitter (i.e., 
the slope of the leading edge) was determined by the 
electrical parameters of the process, and the rate of 
i t s  cooling, by the properties of heat exchange of the 
emitter with He 11. 

An experiment was also carried out on the determin- 
ation of T3-the temperature at which the shape of the 
pulse does not change (i.e., u,(T3) = 0). For this we 
measured the times ts  and t,-of travel of pulses of 
equal duration but of two different fixed amplitudes as 

TABLE I. Time of travel of pulse from emitter to sensor: 
calculated t,Ip secl and experimental t, Ip secl a s  functions of 
the heat flux density Q [w/cm21 and pulse duration At [C1 sec]. 

V 41 2429.3 2429.5 
7.2 2k25.5 2425.0 

42.0 2419.1 2417.5 
48.6 2413.1 2412.8 

FIG. 3. Typical oscillogram of the experiment. The down- 24.6 2Ax3.5 2608.2 
46.5 23949 23940 

ward beam deflection indicates an increase in temperature. 1) 53.1 2391.4 2389.0 
Detector signal, 2)  time marker, frequency 1 0 ~ ~ 2 .  Pulse 80.8 2378.1 2379.8 

98.6 2370.5 23749 
amplitude 5 0 ~ / c m ~ ,  At = 10 p sec. 135 2355.9 2369.0 
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FIG. 5. Dependence of the relative deviation (A,,, (%) on the 
flux density Q radiated in the pulse. Curves 1, 2, 3, 4, corr-  
espond to pulse durations At  = 2, 5, 10, 50 sec.  Scale a t  left- 
for curves 1, 2, 3; a t  right, for  curve 4. 

the temperature T, was  approached from below. If we 
plot AT(T), AT = f, - ts ,  then AT = 0 a t  T = T,. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Values of t, and t,- the t imes  measured experimen- 
tally and calculated-are given in Table I. A graph of 
A ,,, (Q), A ,., = 100(te - tc)/tc i s  given in Fig. 5. The dis-  
tance from the emitter  to the sensor was determined 
by multiplication of the tabulated value of the velocity 
of second ~ o u n d ' ~ " ~  by the time of flight of the pulse, 
obtained by extrapolation of Q to  zero on the te(Q) plot. 
A control experiment in which the directly measured 
distance was compared with the value calculated in this 
fashion showed that the quantities agreed within O.lO/o. 
The agreement of the experimental points t, with the 
calculated values (which i s  especially good a t  At= 2 
psec) i s  evidence of the validity of the initial premises  
relative to the evolution and to the applicability of the 
Burgers equation for the description of the motion of 
short heat pulses through He 11. 

The systematic shift of the data a t  A t=  5,10,50 psec  
(see Fig. 5) i s  evidently the consequence of the trans-  
fer  of part of the heat to the backing, with a cor re-  
sponding decrease in the effective Q; this  imposes a 

FIG. 6. Dependence of the velocity of a shock wave on the 
power of the radiated pulse. The solid lines with circles a r e  
from Ref. 6 (the numbers on the curves indicate the tempera- 
ture). The dashed lines a r e  our calculation data. 

limitation on the ranges of Q and At that can be used in 
such experiments. 

The agreement of T, (1.884 K) calculated by the for -  
mula given in Ref. 1 with the measured 1.885 i0.005 K 
a t tes t s  to the validity of the calculation of a, carried 
out by Khalatnikov.' If we construct the graph (Y , (T ) ,  

then there appear three temperatures T,, T,, T, a t  
which a, = 0. After suitable verification, the points T, 
and T, can be used a s  reference points for tying-in with 
the temperature scale. In Ref. 6, a s imilar  experiment 
is described. A calculation according to the scheme se t  
forth above has  a lso  been car r ied  out by u s  using the 
parameters  of this experiment. Figure 6, the data in 
which were taken from Ref. 6, shows the experimental 
and theoretical curves. Taking into account the in- 
c rease  in A,,, with increase in At (in Ref. 6, At = 50 
psec) ,  we have good agreement of the curves. The 
ranges  of Q in which there i s  no agreement a r e  evident- 
ly characterized by overheating of the emitter ,  by the 
invalidity of the relation v, = Q/ST, and by a decreased 
effective Q radiated in the pulse. 

We note in closing that for the calculation of process- 
e s  connected with the emission of pulses of second 
sound of finite amplitude, a knowledge i s  necessary of 
the detailed picture of the nonstationary heat exchange 
of the solid with He 11, which i s  lacking a t  the present 
time. 

The authors thank L.P. ~ i t a e v s k i i  for  discussion of 
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justment of the apparatus. 
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